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Iterative Closed-Loop Phase-Aware
Single-Channel Speech Enhancement
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Abstract—Many short-time Fourier transform (STFT) based
single-channel speech enhancement algorithms are focused on
estimating the clean speech spectral amplitude from the noisy
observed signal in order to suppress the additive noise. To this end,
they utilize the noisy amplitude information and the corresponding
a priori and a posteriori SNRs while they employ the observed
noisy phase when reconstructing enhanced speech signal. This
paper presents two contributions: i) reconsidering the relation
between the phase group delay deviation and phase deviation, and
ii) proposing a closed-loop single-channel speech enhancement
approach to estimate both amplitude and phase spectra of the
speech signal. To this end, we combine a group-delay based phase
estimator with a phase-aware amplitude estimator in a closed
loop design. Our experimental results on various noise scenarios
show considerable improvement in the objective perceived signal
quality obtained by the proposed iterative phase-aware approach
compared to conventional Wiener filtering which uses the noisy
phase in signal reconstruction.

Index Terms—Phase-aware amplitude spectrum estimator,
phase spectrum estimation, signal reconstruction, speech en-
hancements.

I. INTRODUCTION

D ESIRED speech signals are often corrupted with some
background noise where the recording takes place, re-

sulting in the requirement of a single-channel speech enhance-
ment pre-processor for different speech applications, to name
a few: robust automatic speech recognition and speech trans-
mission. The problem has extensively been addressed during
the last two decades with some satisfactory performance. While
many proposals are dedicated to find a more accurate spectral
amplitude estimator, the potential of phase spectrum estimation
has often been neglected. More recent studies support the fact
that incorporating phase information leads to improved speech
enhancement or separation signal quality [1]–[8].
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Fig. 1. (a) Block diagram of the conventional single-channel speech enhance-
ment, (b) Vector representation of speech, noise and the resulting noisy complex
spectra denoted by , , and , respectively.

To recover the target speech signal, a linear or non-linear filter
is derived based on estimates of speech and noise spectra [9],
[10]. This filter is then applied to the magnitude spectrum of the
noisy signal. To this end, a noise-suppression rule or an ampli-
tude spectrum estimator (the first block in Fig. 1(a)) is required
to estimate the a priori SNR and a posteriori SNR value based
on the estimated noise variance. The filter operates in the magni-
tude domain and emphasizes or attenuates certain frequencies.
For signal reconstruction (the second block in Fig. 1(a)), con-
ventional methods directly copy the phase spectrum of the noisy
signal.
After introducing phase-aware amplitude estimator in

Section II, in Section III we study the group delay deviation
constraint for phase estimation. In Section IV an iterative
phase-aware speech enhancement method is proposed and
experimental results along with conclusions are given in
Sections V and VI, respectively.

II. PHASE-AWARE VERSUS CONVENTIONAL
SPECTRAL AMPLITUDE ESTIMATOR

A. Conventional Spectral Amplitude Estimator

Let and be the time domain signals for speech
and noise. Then the noisy signal at the th frame is

where and is the window
length. The observed noisy speech STFT is given by:

where superscript indicates the complex rep-
resentation for STFT spectra and is the frequency. We fur-
ther define , and as the spectral amplitude for
noisy speech, speech and noise at frequency and time frame
. The vector representation of the speech and noise spectra in
the complex domain is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Wiener filter has
been widely used as a softmask gain function given by:

(1)

and the time-domain speech signal is given by
with as the noisy

phase.
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B. Phase-Aware Amplitude Estimator

Assuming a complex Gaussian distribution for the spectral
coefficient as presented in [2], [6], [7] the phase-aware spectral
amplitude estimator is given by:

where (2)

where is the parabolic cylinder function of order and
for simplicity we dropped and , and we have

where as the noise PSD with complex
Gaussian distribution, for the joint distribution for and .

III. PHASE ESTIMATION FOR SIGNAL RECONSTRUCTION

Early studies in [11] addressed the problem of estimating
signals from their modified magnitude spectrum showing that
under certain restriction on the window and signal, it is possible
to uniquely find the signal by iteratively minimizing a mean
square error criterion. More recently, the authors in [4] sug-
gested to impose additional constraint of minimizing the incon-
sistency in the complex spectrum leading to a consistent wiener
filter. Recently, in [3], we presented a solution to the phase esti-
mation problem using both geometry and the phase group delay
deviation property. In this Section, we relate the phase devia-
tion concept derived in [12] and the phase group delay deviation
[13] with Cramer Rao lower bound (CRLB) for phase estima-
tion [14].

A. Relationship Between Phase Group Delay Deviation and
Phase Deviation

A complex exponential , windowed by an -point
symmetric window has a constant group delay of . As-
sume the noisy signal composed of two exponentials

where and
with and as amplitude of

exponentials for speech and noise at frequencies and , re-
spectively, while and are their corresponding initial phase
values, and is the spectral analysis window. Then from
the definition the group delay and
similar to [13] we obtain:

(3)
with and we define as
the instantaneous local signal-to-noise ratio at frequency . As
an extreme case, for we get the noisy phase as
a reliable estimate of the clean speech phase for very high SNR
regions. This observation supports common choice of the noisy
phase as minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimate of the
clean phase [10].
Similar to [13], we define the group delay deviation (GDD) at

frequency denoted by as the deviation in group delay
contributed by the superposition of the two harmonics relative
to the constant group delay, and we obtain

(4)

Let . Then from the defini-
tion of the logarithm for a complex number
we have , where

is the principal value of the argument and

and
. Using these in (4) we get:

(5)

The argument inside function is the same as the phase
deviation denoted by defined in [12] as the amount of
phase change in radian for the speech signal due to noise given
by:

(6)

Similar to [12], assuming Gaussian distribution for the noise
and a voiced speech segment with separated enough har-

monics, the maximum phase deviation is given by

(7)

Clearly, for we obtain which
means in the estimation there is no deviation from the clean
signal phase. Finally using (6) in (5) we obtain:

(8)

which indicates the relationship between the group delay devi-
ation and the phase deviation in terms of phase difference and
local SNR. When the local SNR becomes too low, the phase
deviation increases. In [12] it is shown that some roughness in
the synthesized speech is to be recognized when phase devia-
tion that is roughly the threshold of perception.
For moderate to high SNR regions ( (dB)), where ac-
cording to (7) the phase deviation is still small enough, the phase
group delay deviation exhibits a minimum, which is in accor-
dance with previous findings in [13] that small group delay devi-
ation is primarily contributed by a single sinusoid. Furthermore,
from an estimation theory standpoint, the estimation variance
for one sinusoidal phase, given its frequency and independent
of our knowledge regarding its amplitude can be derived from
the CRLB and is given as [14]:

(9)

where for one sinusoid we define with and
as the amplitude and frequency of the sinusoid observed in

noise, as the noise variance and is the data length. The
estimation error variance is clearly governed by the inverse of
the local SNR and is directly related to . Similar to (5), for high
enough ( ) the phase estimation variance
tends to zero. Furthermore, the larger the data length, the lower
the phase estimation error variance, explaining the improved
phase estimation performance obtained in [15] for large window
length.

B. Phase Estimation Using Group Delay Function

In [3] we proposed a solution for the phase estimation
problem using both geometry and group delay deviation min-
imization. In that work it is shown that by using quantized
spectral amplitudes for two sources the phase estimation
method still performs better than employing the noisy phase.
In present work we employ the phase estimation for scenario
where the prior assumption on the knowledge of the magnitude
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Fig. 2. Block diagram for the proposed closed-loop single-channel speech en-
hancement algorithm. The numbers written in the blocks refer to the references.

Fig. 3. Spectrogram analysis for female speech saying “bin blue at L four soon”
selected from the GRID corpus [1] corrupted with babble noise at
dB , comparing (from left to right) spectrograms for the clean speech, noisy

speech, Wiener filter with noisy phase, the proposed method after four itera-
tions, (right) convergence behavior for the proposed method showing inconsis-
tency difference across iterations for input dB .

spectra of both speech and noise are relaxed and estimated
values are utilized.
We emphasize the fact that for signal components of
dB , the phase deviation is small, and therefore the use of the

noisy signal phase would not result in significant loss in speech
quality. On the other hand, for spectral components of SNRs
lower than 6 (dB), by employing the aforementioned phase es-
timation approach, we replace the noisy phase with the esti-
mated phase spectrum. From CRLB analysis, when speech am-
plitude or noise estimate are correctly estimated, the phase es-
timation error variance gets relatively small, leading to an im-
proved speech enhancement. To capture high SNR signal com-
ponents, in this work for the sake of simplicity we employ peak
picking. The number of signal components for phase estima-
tion varies based on the number of spectral peaks taken by peak
picking. No discrimination is made between voiced/unvoiced
frames in phase estimation step.

IV. PROPOSED PHASE-AWARE CLOSED-LOOP SOLUTION

We propose a phase-aware speech enhancement solution
where the amplitude and phase spectra of speech signal are
iteratively estimated. The block diagram of the proposed
closed-loop single-channel speech enhancement algorithm
is shown in Fig. 2. The procedure is described as follow:
For initialization, an enhanced speech signal provided by a
conventional method is required. The Wiener filtered speech
amplitude estimate is exploited to provide a phase spectrum
estimate using the phase group delay property employed at
spectral peaks (as presented in Section III-B). The previously
obtained estimated phase spectrum is then fedback as the input
for the phase-aware amplitude estimator given by (2) in order
to improve the spectral amplitude estimate. The estimated
phase-aware amplitude together with phase estimate are used
to build the complex spectrogram . The loop is closed
with applying Griffin and Lim rule [16]. For next iterations

, the input of the phase estimation module is provided by
applying Griffin and Lim rule [4] on top of the latest complex
spectrum.

Fig. 4. PESQ results versus input signal-to-noise ratio measured in decibels.

As the convergence criterion we select the inconsistency con-
straint as in [4] defined in complex domain as:

, where is
the complex spectrogram of the speech signal obtained at the
th iteration. To investigate the convergence of the proposed
method at each iteration, we measure the difference of incon-
sistency of the complex spectrogram obtained at each th itera-
tion defined as . As our
stopping criterion, we check the number of iterations required

to achieve the relative error defined as
with . The final enhanced speech signal is given by:

(10)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Database and Experiment Setup

The speech signals are extracted from GRID [17] and TIMIT
database [18] while noise is taken from NOISEX-92 [19]. As
our frame setup, we chose a Hamming window length of 32 ms
with a frameshift of 4 ms at 8 kHz sampling frequency. The
noise is estimated online using a voice activity detector where
we use the improved minima controlled recursive averaging
(IMCRA) proposed in [20]. For the conventional method,
speech is estimated using decision-directed approach in [21].
To initialize the noise tracker we use the first noise-only frames.

B. Spectrogram Analysis

Fig. 3 shows spectrograms obtained by employing the pro-
posed approach on a noisy female speech signal corrupted with
babble noise at dB . The last panel in Fig. 3 shows
the convergence behavior of the proposed iterative approach for

total number of iterations in terms of the relative error
. The results are shown for an input dB , aver-

aged over segments from ten speakers in GRID corpus [17]. In
the following experiments, we set the maximum number of iter-
ations to . The results of the proposed method after fourth
iterations are shown and compared with those from the clean
speech reference, noisy speech (unprocessed), and conventional
method using noisy phase. The phase-aware solution recovers
considerably more harmonic structure of the speech signal com-
pared to the phase-independent approach1. This results in con-
siderable improvement in terms of the perceived speech quality
justified by the PESQ score reported at the title of Fig. 3.

1Some audio wave files are available at the following link: http://www.spsc.
tugraz.at/SPL2013phase
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Fig. 5. Speech enhancement performance for four noise types: jackhammer,
bus, combat and babble averaged over 20 sentences of TIMIT database mixed
at 0 (dB) input SNR.

C. PESQ Evaluation

Fig. 4 shows the PESQ results averaged over fifty utterances
(10 speakers with 5 sentences per speaker) selected from the
GRID corpus. The utterances are contaminated by babble
noise at different SNR levels. The PESQ results obtained by
the proposed iterative phase-aware method in Eq. (10) are
shown in dashed green line. We also report the performance
obtained using conventional method described in Section V-A
where noisy phase is used for signal reconstruction as given
by Eq. (1) (solid blue line). For further analysis of the results,
we also include two upper-bounds obtained from our previous
studies: i) phase-aware amplitude estimation given the clean
phase spectrum [2] calculated in Eq. (2), and ii) speech signal
synthesized using estimated phase given the oracle magnitude
spectrum [3]. The proposed method significantly improves the
perceptual quality for the low SNR region compared to the
phase-independent method. Feedback of the estimated phase
spectrum for amplitude estimation and signal reconstruction
has the potential of providing considerable improvement in the
overall speech enhancement performance.
Using the segments contaminated by factory2 noise

at dB , the results (compared to
noisy signal) of and for the
proposed (Fig. 3) and conventional approach (Fig. 1)
are achieved, respectively. The corresponding results for
white noise are and . The re-
sulting average real time factor (RTF), computed as,

processing time [s])/(length of audio file [s] that
was achieved on a standard PC 2 running Windows 7 Enterprise
(64 bit) and Matlab 7.9.0 is 1.6 for conventional Wiener filter
and 9.2 for the proposed algorithm.

2equipped with a Core i7 CPU clocked at 2.94 GHz, and with 4 GB of RAM

D. Results for More Noise Types and TIMIT Speech Corpus

To investigate the robustness of the proposed method against
different noise types and a different speech corpus, we conduct
another experiment: We extract 20 utterances (2 utterance per
10 speakers) from the TIMIT database [18] as for speech signals
and we employed jackhammer, bus, babble and combat noise.
The results are averaged over 20 utterances and reported in
Fig. 5c for input SNR of 0 (dB). As our evaluation criteria we re-
port the relative improvement in PESQ [22] and segmental SNR
[23]. As for benchmark methods, we compare with two non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF) methods in [24]: NMF-
(S): speaker-specific speech models and NMF-(G): using non-
speaker-specific speech model trained on a mixed gender group.
We further include results obtained by ETSI front end [25]. Av-
eraging over all four noise types, it is observed that the proposed
method achieves relative improvement in PESQ
compared to the maximum 0.38 reported in [24] using NMF
methods and obtained by the conventional method.
Similarly, the proposed method achieves segmental SNR im-
provement of dB compared to dB
obtained by conventional method and the maximum 4.67 (dB)
obtained by NMF methods [24].

results show similar trends between methods for all
four noise scenarios while segmental SNR results departs from
these trends for jackhammer and babble noise. This is due to
the fact that SNR-based measures are very sensitive to differ-
ences in spectral gain normalization, time delay between the sig-
nals to evaluate, and time frame setup; resulting in artifacts [26]
and outliers [27]. As indicated in [28], segmental SNRmeasure,
among several other objective measures, shows the lowest cor-
relation with listening tests. As our proposed method modifies
the amplitude and phase in a phase-aware way, hence segmental
SNRmetric shows high sensitivity. Therefore, judgement based
on segmental SNR results and discrepency with PESQ metric
should be made with caution.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this letter we showed that incorporating the knowledge of
the estimated speech spectral phase in a closed-loop manner
leads to improved perceived signal quality compared to pre-
vious phase-independent solutions. To this end, we proposed
a closed-loop single-channel speech enhancement algorithm
where we combined phase estimation with phase-aware ampli-
tude estimator. The performance of the proposed method was
compared to the Wiener filter with noisy phase.
The current results justify the effectiveness of the proposed

closed-loop phase-aware approach as an interesting alternative
that can push the limits of previous phase-independent solutions
employed for long. The proposed method performs close to two
bounds on the speech enhancement performance achieved by
taking into account prior information about speech amplitude
or phase spectra; in terms of PESQ, at low SNRs, the proposed
approach asymptotically reaches the performance exhibited by
the phase-aware amplitude estimator given by the oracle phase
values while at high SNRs, the proposed method performs close
to that obtained by exploiting the estimated phase given the or-
acle amplitude spectrum prior.
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